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This encyclopedia of invention and discovery is a historical one, dividing the inventions and scientific discoveries of the human race into six periods and reviewing them in the context of their impact on broader society. Organizing significant inventions in such a way, rather than in a single listing, requires some thought as to the periodization, and this introduction provides an explanation and rationale for the organization of the work.

Lewis Mumford, in his classic study Technics and Civilization (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1934), defined ancient inventions such as fire and clothing as eotechnology. These ancient arts, he pointed out, were part of the legacy of the human race, much of it developed in prehistoric times. The era of the Industrial Revolution, from the late 18th and through the 19th century, he called the era of paleotechnology. He used the term neotechnology to define the more modern era in which science and technology advance together, each feeding the other with developments, which he saw beginning in the 19th century and continuing into the 20th century up to the date of the writing and publication of his work in the early 1930s.

We found Mumford’s classification thought-provoking, and we have adopted a periodization that builds on his thinking but that uses more familiar terms to designate the eras. In this encyclopedia we have divided the ages of scientific discovery and technological invention into six periods, or eras.
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Excel 2010 Visual Quick TipsVisual, 2010

	Work smarter and faster in Excel 2010 with this quick, practical guide!


	Want quick answers to your Excel 2010 questions? This handy guide breaks down big tasks into bite-sized how-tos that quickly show you how to accomplish what you want to do. Full-color screenshots and numbered steps clearly explain dozens of features and...
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The Healthy PC: Preventive Care and Home Remedies for Your ComputerMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Keep Your PC Running Smoothly--Without Spending a Lot of Money!

Solve everyday PC problems, improve performance and speed, and protect yourself from malicious attacks with the helpful tips in this user-friendly guide. Easy-to-follow "recipes" show you, click-by-click, how to prevent computer catastrophes and recover completely...
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Practical Speech User Interface Design (Human Factors and Ergonomics)CRC Press, 2010

	Although speech is the most natural form of communication between humans, most people find using speech to communicate with machines anything but natural. Drawing from psychology, human-computer interaction, linguistics, and communication theory, Practical Speech User Interface Design provides a comprehensive yet concise...
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Particle Physics on the Eve of LHC: Proceedings of the Thirteenth Lomonosov Conference on Elementary Particle PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
This proceedings volume is devoted to a wide variety of items, both in theory and experiment, of particle physics such as tests of the Standard Model and beyond, physics at the future accelerators, neutrino and astroparticle physics, heavy quark physics, non-perturbative QCD, quantum gravity effects and cosmology. It is important that the papers in...
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Performance Dashboards: Measuring, Monitoring, and Managing Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Power of FOCUS … Over the past several decades we all have been trying to use information through technology to optimize our businesses and make our lives easier. So why have so many businesses failed and why do most organizations continue to struggle to fi nd that “ competitive advantage ” that will take them to the...
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Artificial Companion for Second Language Conversation: Chatbots Support Practice Using Conversation AnalysisSpringer, 2019

	
		The research described in this book shows that conversation analysis can effectively model dialogue. Specifically, this work shows that the multidisciplinary field of communicative ICALL may greatly benefit from including Conversation Analysis. As a consequence, this research makes several contributions to the related research...
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